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For accurate calculation of molecular properties, especially those involving heavy atoms, it’s 
important to account for the effects of special relativity. Existing codes are limited by basis 

set error and are often applicable only to a subset of molecules of interest. This work uses 
an adaptive multiresolution approach to improve the accuracy, scaling, and applicability of 

these calculations. Our approach offers the first fully numerical relativistic code that can be 
applied to general polyatomic systems.

The MADNESS software stack allows for representation of functions in an adaptive 
multiwavelet basis set with scaling functions chosen to be Legendre polynomials. Basis set 

error is limited to a user-specified precision, and the basis approaches !" in the limit of the 
number of scaling polynomials or of the refinement level [1][2]. Operators have separated 

representations in the non-standard form for efficient application in multiple dimensions. 
Fast, unitary transformation between function representations (scaling or scaling + wavelet) 
allows for a choice of the best representation in which to compute for a given problem.
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The Dirac equation is a variant of the Schrödinger equation that accounts for special 
relativity. It states, for a single particle:

Solutions to the Dirac equation are complex 4-component wavefunctions (4-spinors) with 
both positive- and negative-energy states. For positive-energy solutions (which describe 

electrons), the first two components of the 4-spinor dominate, and for this are dubbed the 
“large component,” while the remaining two make up the “small component.” 

For many-particle systems, the Hartree-Fock approach leads to the DHF equation:
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The standard approach to solving the DHF equation is projection into a (usually Gaussian) 
basis followed by solution of the corresponding matrix eigenvalue problem. Because the 
basis used by MADNESS is not band-limited, we instead rearrange the DHF equation into 
a fixed-point integral equation, avoiding noise introduced by second derivatives. The 

resulting equation is then iterated to solution. The code implementing this scheme was 
tested on noble gas atoms up to krypton as well as some small molecules.

Accurate results for the total energies of some preliminary atoms and molecules have been obtained, though larger atoms and molecules remain to be 
tested. Local convergence of the integral equation has been observed. Further work will set to achieve these results at lower cost, expand upon the 

Hamiltonian used (e.g. Dirac-Breit instead of Dirac-Coulomb), and test on larger atoms and molecules.
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$%: single-particle Dirac Hamiltonian, ': external potential, ): four-component 

wavefunction, +: speed of light, ,: vector of first 3 gamma matrices, .: 
momentum vector, /: fourth gamma matrix, G: energy

1: two-electron coulomb operator, 3: two-electron 
exchange operator, 5: energy, H: index over single electrons

+: speed of light, $%: single-particle Dirac Hamiltonian, 54: current guess for eigenvalue, ;: bound-state Helmholtz Green’s 
function [3], 3: two-electron exchange operator, 1: two-electron coulomb operator, ': nuclear potential, <: radius

Figures 1-5: (Left to right, top to 
bottom), plots of the scaling 

Legendre polynomials (top) up to 
order 2 with one level of 
refinement, and plots of 
corresponding multiwavelet 
functions (bottom)

Atom (Z) Energy Literature [5]
Be (4) -14.575891570 -14.57589169926

Ne (10) -128.69193809 -128.6919305507

Mg(12) -199.93508031 -199.9350669542

Ar (18) -528.68380223 -528.6837625982

Ca(20) -679.71019650 -679.7101610352

Zn(30) -1794.6129873 -1794.612973993

Kr (36) -2788.8605191 -2788.860582814

Sr(38) -3178.0796504 -3178.079908061

Cd(48) -5593.3185355 -5593.318446136

Xe(54) -7446.8942429 -7446.894389148

Molecule Energy DIRAC [6]
HF -100.16317701 -100.16303564949075

N2 -109.05940416 -109.05919888278106

BH3 -26.409998571 -26.409934349525795

H2O -76.123452864 -76.123271722571772

H2S -399.83901068 -399.83892822203342

H2Se -2429.7953554 -2429.7957100333019

Ground state energy calculations for atoms and molecules were run on the Seawulf cluster at Stony Brook University. Each calculation took place on 8 
computational nodes, with 28 cores per node, parallelized using 2 MPI processes per node (bound to sockets) and 11 threads per MPI process. All values are 

in Hartree atomic units (where + = 137.0359895). Each nucleus is modeled with a Gaussian charge distribution model. For MADNESS calculations, the 
scaling basis contains 8 functions, with a refinement threshold of 10BP. DIRAC calculations were performed using an all-electron 4-zeta basis set with full 

calculation of small component integrals.
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QU: momentum operator

<U: jth Cartesian coordinate
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'678W ≡ '6W +Y6W

'678W ≡ 'ZW +YZ
W +⋯+Y6W

'6W:space of scaling functions up to order \ − 1 at refinement level n

Y6W: Complement of '6W in '678W

Iteration Procedure:
1. Project initial guess into MADNESS basis, or use 

existing output from nonrelativistic code.
2. Form Fock matrix and diagonalize one-electron 

orbitals in the Fock space. 
3. Apply the Green’s function iteration to each 

one-electron orbital.

4. Use a nonlinear solver (here, a Krylov-Subspace 
Accelerated Inexact Newton solver, KAIN [4]) to 

update the solution.
5. Orthonormalize the set of one-electron orbitals.
6. Repeat steps 2 - 5 to convergence


